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§1. Thomson Scattering Systems for LHD 
K. Narihara, I. Yamada, K. Yamauchi, 
H. Hayashi and T. Minami 
We are constructing four Thomson scattering 
systems for diagnosing LHD plasma. 
( 1) The main Thomson scattering system [ o-4 
port] is like that schematically shown in Fig.1. 
It will give the whole profiles of electron 
temperatures, Te, and density, ne, along a mapr 
radius on the mid-plane of the LHD plasma with 
the spatial resolution 1.5 - 3.5 em and temporal 
resolution 2 ms. Of the necessary components, 
seven Nd:YAG lasers [50 Hz rep rate, 0.5 J, 10 
ns], beam packing mirrors, 200 optical fiber [ 2 
core diameter, 0.22 N .A] and 150 
polychromators for analyzing the scattered light 
have been already designed and fabricated. This 
fiscal year we designed and fabricated mirror 
holders for laser beam transmission which work 
in vacuum and in the presence of strong magnetic 
field, a light collecting 1.5 m x 1.8 m square 
mirror composed of 116 segmented hexagonal 
mirrors whose directions are adjustable by fine 
screw bolts. 
(2) Fast scanning Thomson scattering system [ o-4 
port, Fig.2] will give a precise two dimensional 
electron temperature Te and density ne profiles of 
a stationary plasma. The laser beam will be swept 
rapidly ( 50cm/s) by moving a bending mirror in 
the vacuum. Key point in designing the system is 
how to keep the accuracy of laser beam optics in 
the harsh environment of high heat flux and high 
magnetic field. 
(3) A movable and compact divertor Thomson 
scattering system [ o-4 port, I -4 port], described 
separately in this report, will probe Te and ne in 
the divertor plasma. 
(4) 1VThomson[10-L port], which is also 
described separately, will give a whole Te and ne 
profile along a mapr radius of a vertically 
elongated section of the LHD plasma. Together 
with the date from the main Thomson scattering 
system, this will give data on how the magnetic 
axis of LHD plasma shift as beta raises. 
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Fig.1. Thomson scattering system which 
measures Te and ne along a rna pr radius in a 
horiwntally elongated section of the LHD-plasma. 
fibers 
Fig.2. Fast sweep 2-dimensional Thomson 
scattering system. 
